The adjacent carriage house provides four luxurious retreat suites, each with lake views and romantic bathrooms including river stoned whirlpool baths. Amenities include sunken living rooms, gas fireplaces, and tall French doors that open to a private deck and garden patio.

Beautifully appointed queen sized beds, two of which are suspended from the ceiling by antique boom chains once used to float logs down the lake. The Katahdin Suite features a king size bed with moose antler canopy.

The new two-bedroom Mt. Kineo Suite on the second floor includes the best view at the lodge with great room, eat-in kitchen, double slipper soaking tub and large walk-in tile shower.

Make The Lodge at Moosehead Lake—your destination in rustic elegance.

To get more details on accommodations and amenities available visit our website: www.lodgeatmooseheadlake.com
email us: innkeeper@lodgeatmooseheadlake.com
or for reservations call: 800-825-6977 or 207-695-4400

368 Lily Bay Road, P.O. Box 1167, Greenville, Maine 04441
Cradled in the peaceful splendor of nature, this 1917 Cape Cod Colonial has a rustic, rugged beauty inspired by its surrounding. The spectacular views of Moosehead Lake and the adjacent mountains are focal points. Its peaceful and secluded atmosphere, along with the breathtaking views make this the ideal retreat for complete relaxation and total pampering.

Eight of the nine lodge rooms open to the views of Moosehead Lake. Blessed with an abundance of raw beauty, this lush, forested region lures people from all over the world.

Rustic elegance best describes the masterfully decorated lodge rooms. Enjoy twig tables, rich designer fabrics, antlers as curtain rods and birch limbs as ceiling borders. One-of-a-kind hand carved poster beds adorn the Bear, Loon, Trout, Totem and Moose rooms.

“I could say that the Lodge at Moosehead Lake was wonderful. I could say, it was great. But, I’d be more accurate if I said, it was perfect! I would not need all fingers on one hand to count the number of times a perfect score has been issued, yet I’m happy to say, this is one of them.”

“While the setting is magnificent, the views outstanding and the accommodations “first class” it is the level of hospitality and attention to detail that warrants this perfect score.”

– Richard Gordon
Select Registry

Panoramic view from the Lodge.

Our goal is to provide the lodge guests with unexpected delights that will immerse them in both pampering and adventure.”

Linda & Dennis Bortis
—Proprietors